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1. Serious recent tech advancement

⇒ What can AI do? ⇒ What CAN’T AI do?

2. Unimaginably fast computing

⇒ What else can it do? Where else can it be?

3. Mass adoption pathway is clear

⇒ Affecting EVERY industry suddenly

Is This Time Different?



Capital Market as “Industry” is no different. 
We will see more AI adoption along the value chain.  

1. Largest impact likely will come from AI adoption by listed 
companies 

2. AI adoption by Capital market participants likely will have the 
largest impact on user experience 



Use-case:

 AI Chatbot that’s actually smart and helpful



A Chatbot that’s more than a chatbot 
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Concept: 

AI intern with pretrained superhuman knowledge about specific job functions 
and domains. 

Goals:
- Increase productivity per full-time worker
- Fill in when it’s hard to find supporting roles or during transitions
- Allow you to refocus actual human internships/trainings where necessary
- Must be smarter than generic LLM’s within domain





When equipped with 
Investment Knowledge Domain, gptIntern 
should be able to help with:

1. Equity research partner and data 
gatherer ✅

2. Financial and investment management 
advisor ✅



Basic questions

● What does [TICKER] do? 
● What are [TICKER] products?
● What is the revenue breakdown of [TICKER]?
● What are the financial outlooks of [TICKER]?
● Summarize [TICKER] annual report for me



Harder questions

● Explain what is [TICKER] business model.
● What % of [TICKER] revenue came from [X] activity?
● Present me the revenue of [TICKER] in a table format.



Really hard questions

● Comment on the stability of revenue of [TICKER] in recent years
● How do macro factors affect business operations of [TICKER] ?
● Compare unique strengths between [TICKER A] and [TICKER B].



Applying frameworks to
Custom Investment Database

● Analyze financial outlooks for [TICKER]
● Apply SWOT analysis on [TICKER]
● Apply Porter’s Five Forces on [TICKER]



Use-case:

AI-enabled Market Surveillance and Market Conduct 
Regulations



AI cannot solve it all but AI can offer a helping hand to maintain 
an orderly and fair market

Information disclosure

Trading malpractice

Issuance malpractice

● Reduction in malpractice
● Preventive measures
● Faster reaction, info access, 

and due process
● Accurate disclosure
● Hopefully…less damage 

DATA/AI PLATFORMS KEY FOCUS EXPECTED BENEFITS


